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abbreviations 188, 191
abstract (executive summary) 188, 192, 292
academic language
academic style and 26-8
disciplinary terminology in 17-22
features of 17
vocabulary used in 22-6
see also lectures; reading; writing
academic penalties 98
academic register 17, 41
academic style 26-8
The Academic Word List (AWL) 22-6
academic writing see writing
acknowledging sources see citations; reference lists
acknowledgments (in reports) 188, 191
active listening 205, 217
active voice 26-7
aggressive behaviour 205-6, 217
analysis and discussion (in case studies) 177-8, 317-18
anecdotes 224, 235
annotated bibliographies 106, 127
anxiety 232-3
APA 6th referencing style
explained 108-10
guidelines 300-14
appendix/appendices 189, 190, 191
argument line 141, 148
argument statement 151-3, 155-8, 167
arguments
coherence and writing 28
critical thinking and 9-11
defined/explained 16, 138-9, 148
in essays 150
evidence and 140
examining 153-4
position and 139-40
in presentations 220
reading/identifying 85, 87
in research reports 297
understanding 99, 100-1
writing 140-5
articles 94
see also journal articles
assertiveness 205-6, 217
assignments
argument in 138-44
keywords in 71-2
organising ideas/information in 134-8
planning/structure 145-6
understanding tasks/topics in 129-32
writing drafts 146-7
attending (in listening) 44-7, 63
attire (in presentations) 231
audience engagement 220-5, 235
authored books 67, 94
awareness (in reflection) 159-61
AWL (The Academic Word List) 22-6
back-channelling cues 50, 63
background
in case studies 177
defined 167
in essays 151-2
in presentations 220
in reports 181-2
background sources 72
background/introductory sentences 121-2
bibliographic details see reference lists
bibliographies 106, 112, 127
body
of an essay 154-7, 168
of presentations 221
of reports 181-2
books
  authored and edited 67–8
  recognising suitable 81–2
  searching libraries for 73–9
Boolean logical operators 75–6, 80, 94
brainstorming 175, 214, 259–60
bullet points 183–4, 191
calculations 250, 252
call numbers 78, 94
case studies
  defined/explained 169–70, 191
  exercises in analysing 317–18
  identifying problems in 174–5
  linking case to the course 172–3
  reordering case details in 173–4
  solutions/recommendations and structure of 177–9
  understanding the case 170–1
see also assignments; reports
case study questions (in examinations) 248–9, 252, 254
case study research 280, 283
catalogues 74, 77–9, 94
categorisation 134, 148
chapters see books
citations
  APA 6th style guide for 300–14
  in background/introductory sentences 121
  case studies and 177
  defined 127
  multiple sources 144–5
  plagiarism and 97
  in presentations 221
  in sentences carrying claims 122
  writing 107–9
see also reference lists
claims
  acknowledging sources of 107–9, 300–14
  in background/introductory sentences 121
  critical reading of 87–9
  defined 127
  objectivity in 96–7
  paragraph writing and 118
  paraphrasing 99–103
  quoting 103–6
  summarising 106–7
  writing sentences using 122
see also the literature
class (participation in) 58–9, 60–2, 64
closed book examinations 244, 254
closed questions 234, 235, 283
see also questionnaires
coding 265–7, 283
coherence (in writing)
  connectives and 36–40
  defined 41
  importance of 28
  labels and 30–3
  paragraphs 124–5
  point of view and 33–6
  repetition and 29–30
  collaborative group work 194
  collaborative learning 240
  see also group work
  collaborative problem solving 215
coolloquial expressions/
colloquialisms 43, 63, 96
collision 98, 127, 208, 209
communication
  assertiveness vs. aggressive 205–6
  in group work 204–5, 207, 211–16
  listening as form of 43–4
  communicator role 231, 235
  comparison (compare and contrast) 136–7, 148
computer software (for referencing) 116–17
concept maps
  assignment writing and 130, 174–5
  defined 94
  lecture revision and 58, 239
  reading and 89–90
conception of learning 2–4, 16
conclusions
  case studies 177, 178
  defined 168
  essays 157–8
  presentations 221–2
  reports 181, 182
  research reports 298
conference papers 69, 94
conflict/conflict management 203–8
connecting/linking words 132, 148
connectives 26–8, 36–40, 41, 54
consensus 207–8, 218
consultation time 63, 240
content keywords see keywords
content paragraphs see paragraphs
controlling idea 119, 127
convenience sampling 274–5, 283
cooperative group work 194–5
course terminology see disciplinary terminology
creativity (in essay writing) 159
Critical Incident Questionnaire 165

critical reading 87–9, 262

critical thinking 7–11, 16

data

coding/analysing 265–7

communicating findings from 295–7

defined 283

quantitative vs. qualitative 263

recording 265

selecting sources of 264

data collection methods

case studies as 280

interviews as 279

questionnaires as 275–8

selecting 263

surveys as 275

see also questionnaires

databases 68–9, 79–81, 95

decision-making (in group work) 215

deep approach to learning 5–7, 16, 239

defered examinations 253, 254

demographic questions 283

see also questionnaires

diagrams 184, 192

Digital Object Identifier (DOI) 68–9, 95

see also APA 6th referencing style

disciplinary terminology

course terminology and 239

explained 17–18, 41, 95

learning 92–3

paraphrasing and 99–100

in research reports 290–1

summarising and 106

understanding 18–21, 84

using 21–2, 96

disclaimer (in reports) 185, 192

discussion, leading a 234–5, 236

discussion sections (in research reports) 297, 299

division of work 213–14, 218

DOI (Digital Object Identifier) 68–9, 95

see also APA 6th referencing style

drafts/draft assignments 146–7, 148

dynamic (environments) 60, 63

dysfunctional behaviour 215–16

dysfunctional roles 197, 199–200, 218

edited books 67–8, 95

editing 130, 146–7, 148

embedded sources 109, 113, 127

endmatter 189–90, 192

essay format 150, 168

essay questions (in examinations) 249–50, 252, 254

essays

arguments and 150

defined 168

importance of 149–50

reflective 166–7

structure 151–8

writing 158–9

see also assignments

ethics (in research) 280–2

evaluation

defined 148

organising ideas/information in 137–8

peer 208–9

reflective writing and 164

evidence 140

examinations

continual learning for 238–40

illness/crisis and 253

practising 242–3

preparation before 250

question types in 244–50

reasons for 237–8

requesting remarking 253

revision 240–1

sitting/procedures 253

types of 244

writing 251–2

executive summary (abstract) 188, 192, 292, 299

external validity 270, 283

eye contact (in presentations) 231

feedback 50–1, 63

fields (in reference lists) 113–14, 127

figures 134, 192

fill-in-a-blank questions 247, 252

final examinations 244

final sentences (in paragraphs) 123–4

finding sources see search strategies

findings sections 295–7, 299

focus (in listening) 45–7

focused learning 240–3

formal group work 195, 218

forming stage 201–2, 218

formulae 239

free loading/social loafing 208–9, 218

full text 73, 95

generalisations 271, 283

gestures 230–1, 235

glossaries

defined 41, 95

disciplinary terminology and 18–19

in reports 189, 190, 192

in textbooks 53
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listening cont.
in group work 204-5
lectures and 52-8
skills 42-4
in tutorials 58-63
listening processes
attending 44-7
interpreting 48-50
perceiving 47-8
remembering 50
responding 50-1
literature reviews
defined 299
in research process 261-3
in research reports 285, 293-5
summarising and 98, 106
the literature
critical approach to 158-9
research process and 261-3
supporting arguments with 142-5
understanding assignment tasks
using 130-1
writing from 97-9
see also claims
loafing see social loafing
logical operators (Boolean) 75-6, 80, 94
long-term study 238-40
magazines see newspapers/magazines
maintenance roles 197, 198-9, 218
margin notes 89
meetings see group work micro processes
memorising techniques 241
methodology see research
methods see data collection methods
methods sections 177, 293
micro processes see group work micro processes
mid-term examinations 244
mnemonics 228, 241
motivation 4, 5, 45
multiple choice questions (in examinations) 245-6, 252, 254
negative inner speech see inner speech
newspapers/magazines 70-1, 255-7
non-periodicals 113, 127
non-probability sampling 264-5, 283
norming stage 202, 218
note-taking
assignment writing and 130
lectures and 55-8
reading and 90-1
objective/objectivity 96-7, 127
open book examinations 243, 244, 254
open questions 234, 236
open-ended questions 283
oral presentations see presentations
outlines (for presentations) 225-8, 236
pace 223, 230, 236
page numbering
in citations 109
of report sections 185, 189, 190, 191
papers 95
see also conference papers; journal articles
paragraphs
background/introductory sentences
in 121-2
eyes body 154-7
exercises in writing 125-6
final sentences in 123-4
sentences carrying claims in 122
structure 118
topic sentences in 118-21
writing coherent 124-5
paraphrasing
defined 128
disciplinary terminology and 99-100
exercises in 102-3
explained 99-101
paragraphs and 122
quoting and summarising vs. 98-9, 107
participation (in class) 58-9, 60-2, 64
passive voice 26-7
patching/patchwriting 97
peer evaluation 208-9, 218
penalties, academic 98
perceiving (in listening) 47-8, 64
performer role 231, 236
performing stage 203, 218
periodicals 113, 128
perusal/perusal time 251, 254
phrase searching 75-6, 95
plagiarism
defined 128
disciplinary terminology and 99-100
explained 97-8
planning (in reflection) 162-3
point of view 33-6, 41
populations see target populations
position 139-40, 148
PowerPoint 225
preliminary matter 185-9, 192
presentation scripts 225-8, 236
presentations
anxiety and 188-9
citations in 221
delivery techniques 229-31
presentations cont.
explained 219-20
leading discussions 234-5
organising content delivery 223-5
outlines/scripts 225-8
practising 231-2
preparation 228-9
structure 220-2
team/group 233
see also assignments
primary sources 66, 95
probability sampling 264, 283
problem-solving
  case studies and 170-7
  in group work 215
procedural roles 197, 200, 218
project timelines 214, 218
proofread 130, 147, 148, 298
publication details see reference lists
purposive sampling 274, 283
qualitative data 263, 283, 296
qualitative research 263, 269-70
quantitative data 263, 283, 295-7
quantitative research 263, 268-70
question time 222, 236
questionnaires 275-8
quizzes 244
quotations/quoting
  defined 128
  elaborating claims using 122
  paraphrasing and summarising vs. 98-9, 107
  selecting/formatting 103-6, 109
random sampling 272-3, 283
reading
  cases/case studies 171-2
  critically 87-9
  importance of writing when 89-91, 129-30
  for in-depth understanding 84-7
  presenting vs. 225-8
  processes 83
  research articles 319-21
  in research process 261-3
  stages 82-4
  widely 65
  see also academic language; sources
reading list 72, 95
recommendations
  in case studies 175-7
  defined 192
  in reports 182, 189
referred sources 70
reference citation see citations
reference lists
  acknowledging sources in 108
  APA 6th style guide for 300-14
  creating/formatting 112-17
  defined 95, 128
  in essays 158
  exercises in writing 315-16
  finding sources in 73
  in reports 189
  see also citations
reflection
  aim of 159, 164
  defined 16
  independent learning and 13-14
  after lectures 58
  process 159-64
  after tutorials 63
  reflective essays 166-7, 168
  reflective journals 165-6, 168
  reflective writing
    aims of 159
    reflection process and 159-64
    types of 165-7
    see also assignments
register 17, 41
reliability 270, 283
remembering (in listening) 50
replication 256, 283
report text
  defined 192
  formatting/presentation 182-4
  page numbering for 185
  structure/sections 181-2
reports
  endmatter section in 189-90
  headings/page numbering in 191
  preliminary matter section in 185-9
  report text section in 181-5
  structure/format 179-80
  see also case studies; research reports
representative samples 272, 273, 283
research
  critical reading of 87-9, 319-21
  defined 283
  ethics 280-2
  generalisation and 271
  importance/types of 255-7
  issues/questions for 257-8, 259-60
  literature search and review in 261-3
  methodology vs. method 258
  process 258
  quantitative vs. qualitative 268-70
  scientific rigour and 270
  statements 260-1
task roles 197–8, 218

team presentations 233, 236

terminology see disciplinary terminology
terms of reference (in reports) 185, 186, 192
textbooks see academic language
textual clues 18–19
theory/theories 5, 16
thesis statement see argument statement
thinking (in reflection) 162
time management 12–13
timelines 173, 192, 214
timing presentations 223
title page
  in authored vs. edited books 67–8
  defined 192
  in reports 185
topic sentences
  coherency in 124–5
  defined 128
  in sources 85–6
  writing 118–21
triangulation 264, 284
true/false questions 246–7, 252, 254
trying (in reflection) 163
tutorials 58–63
understanding, in-depth 84–7
validity 270
vocabulary see academic language
voice see speech
volume numbers 68, 95
web databases 80–1
websites 69
whole body movement 230
word cloud 20–1, 41
word family 22–3, 41
word map 20–2, 41
writing
  coherently 28–40, 124–5
  creativity in essay 159
  draft assignments 146–7
  linguistic features of speech vs. 43
  objectively 96–7
  for primary audience 291–2
  reading and 89–90
  stages 129–30
see also academic language